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The Perfect Balance of Grace and Truth 
John 8 

 
John 7-8 forms a single unit that magnifies and manifests the glory of the Lord Jesus in 
terms of His identity and authority. The section for this morning also demonstrates and 
displays His perfect balance between grace and truth and His ability to speak the absolute 
truth in perfect love. 
 
The Problem of the Text 
A. The Transmission of the Bible 

1. We do not have any of the original- autograph- autographa of the bible 
2. We do have 5000 copies-fragments of the NT from three families ranging 

from 150 AD to the 15th century. 
3. We do have excellent symmetry and accuracy within the copies and families 

but there are some areas of difficulty. John 7:53-8:11 is one of these areas. 
 

B. The Tradition of this Text (John 7:53-8:11) 
1. Most versions NAS, NIV, RSV, ESV, NET of the bible indicate that this is 

not original- Not in the NT canon. 
2. Some describe it as part of the cannon but in the wrong place. 
3. Some believe it belongs in the canon  KJV NKV 

 
C. The Treatment of this Text 

1. This passage is contained in over 450 Greek manuscripts. 
2. This passage does not violate other scripture. 
3. This passage does corroborate other scriptures. 
4. There is no conclusive evidence that it should be thrown out of the canon. 
5. This passage manifests and magnifies the person of Jesus. 
6. This passage can be seen to fit the context or flow of thought. 

 
Conclusion. The science of textual criticism is that study that decides based on external 
and internal evidence if a textual variant is in or out of the canon. Most textual critics feel 
that this text is out. As you can imagine I would humbly suggest at this time in my 
studies that it should be included. What is interesting is that many who say that it should 
be excluded from the bible also affirm that the teaching is true. (“ …an authentic episode 
in the ministry of Jesus” Hoskyns   “The story itself has justly seemed to vouch for its 
own substantial truth.” Hort  “Throughout the history of the church it has been held that, 
whoever wrote it, this little story is authentic.” L. Morris   “…the account has all the 
earmarks of historical veracity.” B. Metzger We will assume that this is part of the 
inspired and inerrant word of God for our encouragement and edification. 
 
 
The People of the Story 
  The story contains and is centered on three entities.      
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     The Good - Jesus 
     The Bad - Adulterous Women  
     The Ugly – Pharisees 
 
 The Plot of the Story 
  The challenge between good and evil- the climax of right against wrong 
   (The proper use of the law and righteous judgment 7:19, 22, 24, 50-51)       
 
The Ploy of the Pharisees 
  Test Jesus with the Law 8:6 (I guess they have not been listening in ch 7) 
 
The Plan of Jesus 
  Jesus is “quick to hear, slow to speak and slow to anger”  James 1:20 
  Jesus gives them enough time and rope 
  Jesus utilizes the law lawfully 
 
The Person of Jesus 
  Jesus extends grace and truth  John 1:14 
  Jesus speaks the truth in love Eph 4:15 
 
The Purpose of John 
  To Demonstrate the Identity and Authority of Jesus  
     Jesus is the one who uses the law properly- He doesn’t condemn her for there is no                        
evidence 
     Jesus is the one who can forgive sin 
 
  To Manifest the Grace of God  
     Jo 1:14, 16, 17 3 :17 (Ex 32-34 33:13 The divine favor & forgiveness to Gods people 
     
The Principles for the Church 
   We should make sure we know the truth of the word of God 
   We should be slow to hear the whole story not quick to judge 
   We must balance the letter of the law and the spirit of the law 
    We must see our own personal humanity, fallen-ness and brokenness  
          We must look under the skin to see the skull and vice a versa 
   We must personally experience the grace of Gods forgiveness if we 
      are to minister to others Eph 5:32 
   It is better to learn these truths when you are young if you can…. 
 
The Personal Application for Us 
  Who do you need to forgive? 
  Who do you need to extend grace toward? 
  Are you balanced with grace and truth? How do you know? Who can help you know? 


